
UNIVERSITY OF RUHUNA

堕坪蟹
SUBJEC二〇: Chemistry

COURSE UNFT: CHE 2114 TIME: Three (03) hours

Answer only塑questions by selecting !亜鉛from each of the sections, A・ B, and C

Velocity of light, C

Avogadro’s number, NA

Universal gas constant, R

Boltzmam constant, k

Faraday constant, F

Electron charge, e

Planck’s constant, h

Proton mass,雌

Electron mass, m。

Atomic mass unit, am!l

Vacuum perm誼ivity, gO

3x 108ms-1

6.022 x lO23 mol-1

8.314 J.K-1 mol-1

0.08021 dm3 atm K-1 mol-1

1.38l x lO-鑓J・K-1

9.餌85 x lげC mol‾1

_ l.002 x 10‾19c

6.626 x lO‾う4 J・S

l.673 x lO-27kg

9.10x lO-31 kg

l.6606 Ⅹ 10-27 kg

8.854 x lO-12J-1 c2 m工

Im調Ortant COnVerSion factors

l atm = 760mmHg = 1.01325bar= 101325Pa

2.303 (RT仲) =　59.15mVat298.15K

l eV二l.0022x lO-19J



1. Answer al獲parts.

(a) Define the fouowing terms.

(i) Ambidentate ligand

(ii)王雷identate higand

(iii) Heteroleptic complexes

(24皿紬ks)

(b) Which members of血e following pairs of complexes would have a larger △o value? Give

reasollS for your answers.

(i) [Co(NH3)6]3+ and [Rh(NH3)6]3+

(ii) [ Cr(OH2)6]2+ and [Cr(OH2)6]3+

(iii) [CrF6]3‾ and [Cr(NH3)6]3+

(24 mⅢks)

(c) (i) WIite a short account on chelate e筒井t and factors a餓鵜ti皿g血e stal)ility of chelates.

(12m狐ks)

(ii) Draw the structures of the fo皿owing ethylenediamine ( en) complexes and

id∈mtify whether血ey are optically active or not.

(I) cis- and trans- isomers of [Co(en)2C12]

(II) △ and A isomers of[Co(en)3]3+

(20 m紬ks)

(d) Magnetic properties of [PdBr4]2- and [Pd(CN)4]2- show血at [PdBr4]2- is a paramagnedc

complex with two unpaired electrons w皿e [Pd(CN)4]2‾ is a diamagnetic complex.

(i) Explain briefly the magnetic properties of the above two complexes using crystal field

SI)litting energy diagrams.

(ii) I)raw血e structure of each complex.

(20 m狐ks)

2. Answer aII parts.

(a) (i) Give a brief comparative account on non transition metals and transition metals.

(ii) I三xplain why the enthalpy of atomization of zinc is the lowest in血e series, Sc - Zn.

(30皿狐ks)



(b) Variation of血e standard reduction potentials for M2+/M of the first transiti。n metal series

is shown in the following figure.

0.与0 「

o.00 」

(i) Explain this variation of血e reduction potentials across the series.

(ii) Justify why Mn and Zn deviate from the genera心trend.

(iii) Predict the stability of Ti metal in water.

(10 m狐ks)

(20 m狐ks)

(10m紬ks)

(C) Use crystal field splitting diagrans to show the electron dis血bution of血e two complexes

[Cr(H2O)6]2+ and pe(CN)6] 4:

(10m狐ks)

(d) Calculate the spin only magnetic moment of the complex [Fe(H2O)6]2+.

(20 m糾ks)

3. Answer alI parts.

(a) (i) Write the ground state electron configuration of each of the following ions.

(I)La3+　　　(II)Eu3+　　　(III) Gd3+　(rV)Lu3+

(20m祉ks)

(ii) Which ion is more stable out of Eu3+ and Gd3+? Give血e reasons for your answer.

(10m狐ks)
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(iii) Monazite deposits are found in血duruwa and Ponratuwa area near Beruwala. Suggest a

SしIitable procedure to obtain a crude basic salt of Th from monazite using血e “acid

Ol)ening” separation me血od.

(20 m餌ks)

(b) Deseribe brie珊y each of the following.

(i)H乞∬1i掩

(ii) Nuclear binding energy

(iii) I紺toPe dilution

(15ma血s)

(c) Idendfy the elements佃的icles named as A, B, C, and D in each of血e fo11owing nuclear

equations. Identify血e type of nuclear process in each case.

(i)きるca十A?→蓑K

(ii) ZZMo+B?→ 23Tc+26n

(iii)誌p→詫S+C?

(iv) 2諾U+きn→D?+1諾Te+26n

(20m狐ks)

(d) Ac-225 decays by successive emission ofthree α-Particles. Write血e balanced nuclear

equations for瓜ese decay processes.

(15皿狐ks)

4. Answer an pa]tS.

(a) Elhylenediamminetetraaceticacid (EDTA) is血e most widely used complexing agent in

C。mPlexometric titrations.

(j) Give血e chemical structure of EDTA and indicate its ligating sites.

(10m餌ks)

(ij) What are the five types of titration me血ods used in EDTA ti億ations?

(15皿狐ks)

(iii) Write血e balanced chemical equations for the reactions of M2+ and M3+ metal ions

With the sodium salt of EDTA (Na2H2Y).

(10m頒ks)



(b) III COmPlexome血c titrimetry, Ni2十can be analyzed by a back titration using a standard

Zn2+ solution at pH 5.5 wi血rylenoI orange as血e indicator.

A solution containing 25・00 mL of Ni2+ in dilute HCI was treated with 25.00 mL of

O'0528 moI L-1 EDTA solution・ The solution was neutralized w弛NaOH and血e pH was

a《即Sted to 5.5 with acetate bu飾れThe solution tumed yellow when added a few drops of

irしdicator. Then titration wi血0.0229 moI L-1 zn2+ solution required 17.61 mL to reach the

red end point. Calculate the concentration of Ni2+ in血e unknown solution.

(20 marks)

(C)　Explain brie組y the following analytical methods used in argentometric titrations.

(i) Volhard me血od

(ii) Mohr me血od

(20 m狐ks)

(d)　What is血e standard addition method used in atomic absoxption spectroscopy. Write

d。Wn the steps you follow in standard addition me血od briefly.

(25 m紬ks)

5・ Answ〔‥重a!賞pa虹S.

(a) The questions below are related to UV置Visible spectroscopy.

(i) Draw an energy level diagram to show血e possible electronic transitions that can occur in

UV-Visible spectroscopy.血dicate血e relevant transitions in血e same diagran.

(20m餌ks)

(ii) Calculate血e haa持for血e following molecules A and B using Woodward Fisher rules.

圏　圏
(20 m狐ks)

A B

(iii) Explain brie組y why some organic molecules do not show an abso申tion band in UV一

‘′isible region.

(10m紬ks)



(b)珊e mass spectrum of an aromatic halide is given below. Answer the following questions

based on血e given spectrum.

亀(職「

〔)

竜品岬冊予冊抑制

縁琵簿蔀磐葦嘗葺竃竃寧講

聞方帽章め

(i) Giving reasons, identify the halogen atom.

(ii) Draw the structure of the most likely molecular ion.

(iii) Draw the structure of the ion responsible for the base peak.

(i、") If there are two peaks at m/z = 125.902 and m/z = 126.019 in a mass spectrum,

Calculate血e mass resolution required to resoIve the two peaks above.

(26皿祉ks)

(C) Draw l:he expected ESR spectrum of血e following pyrazine anion. Clearly indicate血e

intensity ratios ofeach peak in your spectrum. (I values ofN and H are l and %

respec tively).

H→c典子H

l; 〇　月

H/C㍉夕へH
(24血a血s)
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6. Answer all pans.

(a) R spectroscopy is widely used in structure detemination of organic molecules.

(i) What are血e E聖factors a鮮ecting s億etching frequency in IR spectroscopy? Explain briefly

explain how these two factors affect the stretc血ng frequency・

(ii) Giving reasons, arrange the set of bonds given below in the increasing order of血eir

StratChing frequencies.

(I) C≡N,C=C,C-H

窪窪窪窪筈葦嵩謹話慧筈嵩drz。d 。_H
(30m狐ks)

(b) Assign each set of R al)SOxpdon bands given below (i-iv) to the corresponding isomers (A’

B, (㍉and D) of C5HlOO and indicate血e absoxption bands specific to血e relevant bond

vibr:ltions.

(i) 1660cm‾l, 1100cm‾1

(ii) 3400cm‾1, 1660cm‾1

(iii) 1715cm-1

(iv) 1100cm‾1

A 〔〕　甘〉、/へ。。

c〉¥。へ　D〉甘

(20m紬ks)

(C) lH NMR spectroscopy is a tooI which can use in血e iden肺ication of organic molecules.

Ans wer the following questions pertaining to NMR spectroscopy

(i)　Describe briefly血e fo11owing tems.

(I) chemical shift

(II) spin-SPin coupling

(12m狐ks)

(ii) Predict the number of peaks and their multiplicity血at you would expect in血e lH

NMR spectra of the following molecules.

(I) 3-PentanOne

(II) l -bromo-2-Chloropropane

(IⅡ) 4-Chlorophenol

(18mark§)

7



(iji)　Given below are血e structures of isomers of butyric acid and isobutyric acid with

血e chenrical fomula of C4H8O2. If you are provided the lH NMR spectra of血ese

two molecules, eXPlain how you would distinguish these two isomers using血e

glVen SPeCtra? Give瓜e multiplicity of each peak.

葦へ　魅卑
箆的函c癌靭趨　　　　　　　謡曲軸

(20 m祉ks)

7. Answer all parts.

(a) (i) LLSt血e basic symmetry elements with their standard symboIs.

(ii) Lsing PtCl42- complex, describe血e relevant symmetry operations assooiated with the

above symmetry element§ listed in (i)

(35 m祉ks)

(b) Use皿e BCl3 mOlecule to sketch血e following symmetry elements.

(i) P正ncipal rotational axis.

(ii) Horizontal mirror plane.

(iii) Vertical mirror plane・

(15m鑓ks)

(C) Giving m勾Or Symmetry elements, aSSign the following molecules into瓜eir point groups.

(i)H20

(ii)IⅢ3

(iii) C〇2

(iv) l)enZene

(38 m狐ks)

(d) Using the answer to the Part (c) al)OVe, Predict血e polarity of血e molecules given in Part (C).

(12marks)



8. Answer all parts.

(a) Rotations in a diatomic molecule can be approximated as a rigid linear rotor, Whose energy

(匂) is given by

匂二㌢ひ十1)

(i) S重lOW血at the wavenumber (のOf the rotational absorption between aqiacent states

(I十1 ←]) in a linear rotor can be expressed as

脅二2Bひ十1),

where烏isdefinedas g=嘉

(20m狐ks)

(ii) lf the difference between血e first two spectra1 1ines in a pure rotational spectrum of

hydrogen iodide (lH127I) is 13 cnrl, Calculate the rotational constant (岳)・ mOment Of

inertia perpendicular to the molecular axis (I), and bond leng血for血e molecule within

the rigid rotor approximation. The atomic masses of lH and 127I are l.Ol amu and 126.90

amu. respectively, and l amu = 1.661×10-27 kg.

(40 m狐ks)

(b) A simPle hamonic oscillator at small displacements is a reasonable model for diatomic
vibrzしtions and its energy can be given by

Eひ=碕(量

SymboIs have their usual meamngS.

(i) Show that血e wavenumber ($) of the vibrational absorption between adjacent states

(1,十1 ← U) in a hamonic oscillator can be expressed as

ザこ嘉)乏

(25血祉ks)

(ii) ・rhe infrared spectrum of lH127I shows an intense transition at 2230 cm-1. calculate the

force constant of the molecule wi血in血e simple hamonic oscillator model.

(15血a血s)



9. Answe】記I parts.

(a) Below 912 OC言ron crystalizes into its αhon allotrope, Which has a body-Centred cubic

CryStal structure. If the edge length of血e unit cell (α) is 287 pm・ Calculate血e density of

iron. (珊e molar mass ofFe is 55. 84 g.)

(15ma血s)

@) Find血e Mi11er indices (棚) of the planes that intersect血e α, b and c axes at the.distances

(a・ b, C)・(∞a・b′2c)狐(-α′b.ic)・

(15m狐ks)

(c) Whe】1 X-rayS Of wavelength 95 pm were re組ected by the (21 1 ) planes ofa cubic crystal,血e

first-Order reflection (n = 1) was observed at an angle of 15.8。・ Using Bragg’s law, Ca皿ate

血e l;lttice parameter α Of the crystal・

(d) (i) State血e血st law of photochemistry.

(20皿狐ks)

(10mⅢks)

(ii) B】iefly explain why an excited血plet state always has a lower enengy血an血at of the

CC'neSPOnding excited singlet state.

(10m孤恵s)

(iii) A solution of an inorganic complex in a l.00 cm cell has an absorbance of O.365. If血e

miDlar absorption coe餓cient is l.1 lxlO3 m2 mor1 , Calculate the concentration of

庇complex in mol m-3.

(15mar瞳)

(iv) Cousider血e fo11owing reaction sequence for the deactivation process of the molecule at

Singlet excited state (Sl).

sl　-し→S。十hv

s「一塁」T「 + heat

s一　一壁書So +　heat

Derive an expression for the fluorescence quantum yield ⑪f

(15m狐ks)
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